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We study the asymptotic behavior for large time of solutions to the Cauchy
problem for the generalized Kortewegde Vries (gKdV) equation ut+
(|u| \&1 u)x+ 13uxxx=0, where x, t # R when the initial data are small enough. If the
power \ of the nonlinearity is greater than 3 then the solution of the Cauchy
problem has a quasilinear asymptotic behavior for large time. More precisely,
we show that the solution u(t) satisfies the decay estimate &u(t)&L;
C(1+t)&(13)(1&1;) for ; # (4, ], &uux(t)&LCt&23 (1+t)&13 and using these
estimates we prove the existence of the scattering state u+ # L2 such that &u(t)&
U(t) u+&L2Ct&(\&3)3 for any small initial data belonging to the weighted
Sobolev space H1, 1=[ f # L2; &(1+|x| 2)12 (1&2x)
12 f&L2<], where U(t) is the
Airy free evolution group.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study the asymptotic behavior in time of solutions of
the Cauchy problem for the generalized Kortewegde Vries (gKdV)
equation
ut+(|u|\&1 u)x+ 13 uxxx =0, t, x # R,
(1.1)
u(0, x)=u0 (x), x # R.
Here u0 is a real valued function and \>3.
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The Cauchy problem (1.1) was intensively studied by many authors and
a large amount of literature is devoted to investigate it. The existence and
uniqueness of solutions to (1.1) in different Sobolev spaces were proved in
[11, 12, 1416, 19, 20, 24, 30]. The smoothing properties of solutions were
studied in [4, 6, 7] and the blow-up effect for the slowly decaying solutions
of the Cauchy problem (1.1) was found in [3]. Our purpose in the present
paper is to study the large time asymptotic behavior of solutions to the
Cauchy problem (1.1) in the super critical case \>3 when the initial data
u0 are small enough in a certain weighted Sobolev space. For the special
cases of the KdV equation itself and the modified KdV equation (\=3 in
(1.1)) the Cauchy problem was solved by the Inverse Scattering Transform
(IST) method and the large time asymptotic behavior of solutions was
found (see [1, 8]). The IST method depends essentially on the nonlinear
character of the equation, although in the case of MKdV equation (\=3),
solutions decay with the same speed as in the corresponding linear case,
i.e.,supx # R |u(t, x)|C(1+t)&13 as t  . On the other hand, in [28],
W. Strauss showed that the solutions of (1.1) with \>5 are asymptotically
free. This means that solutions have the same speed of decay with time as
in the corresponding linear case and moreover there exists a solution v(t, x)
of the linear Cauchy problem vt+ 13vxxx=0, v(0, x)=vo (x) such that
&u(t)&v(t)&L2  0 as t  . Later this result on the asymptotically free
evolution of solutions to (1.1) was extended to the values \>
(5+- 21)2r4.79 in [17, 18, 26, 29] and then by [22] to the values
\>(9+- 73)4r4.39. As far as we know, the final estimate \>
(23&- 57)4r3.86 was obtained in the paper [5]. In fact these results
mean that solutions of (1.1) have a quasilinear asymptotics for large time
though the asymptotic expansion was not obtained in these papers. The
method of [22] and [5] is based on the following L time decay of the
half derivative of solutions v to the Airy equation &D12v&LC(1+t)&12
(see Corollary 2.3 in [22]). And our method here uses the estimates
&vvx&LCt&23 (1+t)&13 and &u(t)&L;C(1+t)&(13)(1&1;) for ; # (4, ].
We note also that in the case \ # [1, 2] the solutions of (1.1) were proved
in paper [23] to be not asymptotically free. And there was a conjecture in
[23] that the solutions of (1.1) will not be asymptotically free also for all
\ # (2, 3]. Thus up to now we have a gap 3<\<3.86 where we do not
know a character of the large time asymptotic behavior of the solutions to
the Cauchy problem for the generalized Kortewegde Vries equation (1.1).
The asymptotic expansion of the solutions to the Cauchy problem (1.1)
was obtained in paper [21] for the integer values \4. The evaluation of
the asymptotics in [21] is based on the perturbation theory and essentially
uses the explicit representation of the Fourier transform of the nonlinearity
and therefore does work only for the integer values of \. Also from the
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heuristic point of view there proclaimed a hypothesis that the asymptoti-
cally free behavior must occur for all values \>3. In the present paper we
show that this hypothesis is true. Our method here is much more simple
than in [21] or in [5] and is close to that of paper [13] in the point that
we use the estimates of the following operator I,(t, x)=x,+3t
x& t,(t, y) dy which almost commutes with the linear part of equation (1.1)
t+
1
3
3
x . The operator I is related with the operator J,(t, x)=U(&t) xU(t)
,(t, x)=(x&t2) ,(t, x) previously applied for studying the smoothing
properties of the Airy evolution group [4]. Also our considerations in the
present paper are essentially based on the sharp decay estimates of the
solutions (see Lemma 2.2 and for the far region x 3- t  + see
Lemma 2.4 below) obtained due to the known precise asymptotics of the
Airy free evolution group defined by
U(t) ,=F&1eit!32, (!)
=
1
2? | dy ,( y) | d! e
i!(x& y)+it!33
=
1
3- t
Re | Ai \x& y3- t + ,( y) dy,
where Ai(x)=1? 0 e
ixz+iz33 dz is the Airy function (we take a slightly
different definition of the Airy function; usually the real part of our
function Ai is called the Airy function). Here and below F, or , is the
Fourier transformation of , defined by F,(!)=(1- 2?)  e&ix!,(x) dx.
The inverse Fourier transformation F&1 is given by F&1,(x)=
(1- 2?)  eix!,(!) d!.
Before stating our results we give
Notation and Function Spaces. We introduce some function spaces.
Lp=[, # S$; &,&p<], where &,&p=( |,(x)| p dx)1p if 1p< and
&,&=ess.supx # R |,(x)| if p=. For simplicity we let &,&=&,&2 . Weighted
Sobolev space Hm, s is defined by Hm, s=[, # S$; &,&m, s=
&(1+|x|2)s2 (1&2x)
m2 ,&<], m, s # R. We denote by B4 sp, q the
homogeneous Besov space with the semi-norm
&&B4 sp, q=\|

0
y&1&‘q sup
|z| y
:
k[s]
&k ((z)&)&qp dy+
1q
,
where s=[s]+‘, 0<‘<1, (z)(x)=(x+z) and [s] is the largest integer less
than s, =x=x is the partial differentiation with respect to the space
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variable x. We note that the norm of the homogeneous Sobolev space H4 #, 0 is
equivalent to that of B4 #2, 2 (see [2]). We introduce the operator
D:,=F&1!:e&(i?2)(1+:)F,
=
2?
1(1&:) |

0
(,(x+ y)&,(x))
dy
y:+1
,
where : # (0, 1) and !: is the main value of the complex function, i.e.
!:=|!|: exp(i: arg !). Therefore we can write &,&H4 :, 0=&D:,&. We let
(, .)=  } . dx and let C(I; H) be the space of continuous functions from an
interval I to a Banach space H. Different positive constants might be denoted by
the same letter C.
Since Eq. (1.1) is invariant with respect to the change of variables x  &x$,
and t  &t$, it is sufficient to consider the positive time t only.
We now state our results in this paper.
Theorem 1.1. We assume that the initial data u0 are real, u0 # H1, 1, and
&u0&1, 1==, where = is sufficiently small. Then there exists a unique global solution
u # C(R; H1, 1), of the Cauchy problem (1.1) with \>3 such that
&u(t)&;
C=
(1+t)(13)+(13;)
, &uux(t)&
C=2
t(23) (1+t)13
,
for all t>0 and for every ; # (4, ].
Theorem 1.2. Let u be the solution of (1.1) with \>3 obtained in
Theorem 1.1. Then for any u0 # H1, 1 there exists the unique function V # L & L2
such that V(0)=u^0(0) and
&FU(&t) u(t)&V&C=t&(\&3)3
&FU(&t) u(t)&V&C=t&2#(\&3)(3+9#)
for t1, (1.2)
where # # (0, min(12 , (\&3)3)). Furthermore we have the asymptotic formula for
large time t uniformly with respect to the space variable x
u(t, x)=
1
3- t
Re Ai \ x3- t+ V(/)+O(=t&(1+#)3 (1+|x| 3- t)&14), (1.3)
where /=- &xt for x0 and /=0 for x0.
Remark 1.1. The inequality (1.2) shows that the function V can be
calculated approximately via the initial data u0 and (1.2) means the existence of
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the scattering states in the noncritical case \>3. Since V(0)=u^0 (0) the
asymptotics of solutions has a linear character in the domain |x|<<t.
Remark 1.2. Note that the Airy function oscillates rapidly and decays
slowly as x  &, (see [9]) i.e., the following asymptotics is valid;
Ai(’)=(C 4- ’) exp(&(23) i - ’3+i(?4))+O(’&74) as ’=x 3- t &.
Thus the first summand on the right-hand side of (1.3) is indeed the main term
of asymptotics as x  &. But when x + faster than 3- t the remainder
term in the asymptotic formula (1.3) decays slower than the main one since the
Airy function Ai(’) decays exponentially Ai(’)=(C 4- ’) e&(23) - ’3+
O(’&74e&(23) - n3) as ’=x 3- t  +. Therefore in this region Theorem 1.2
gives us the estimate of the solution only. The next theorem fills this gap.
However, to write down the explicit asymptotic formula in the region x>> 3- t
we need more strong requirements on the initial data u0 , namely that the func-
tion u0 decays as x  + faster than any exponent.
Theorem 1.3. Let u be the solution of (1.1) with \>3 obtained in
Theorem 1.1. In addition to the conditions of Theorem 1.1 we assume that the initial
data u0 are such that the value &E_u0&1, 1 is bounded for every _0, where
E_(x)=e_x.
Then there exists the unique real value V(_) for every _0 such that
V(0)=u^0 (0) and the inequality
|(FU(&t) (t))(t, i_)&V(_)|C(1+t)&(\&3)3 (1.4)
holds for all t>0 and for every _0. Furthermore we have the asymptotic formula
for large time t uniformly with respect to the space variable x0
u(t, x)=
1
3- t
Re Ai \ x3- t+ V(/)
+O(e&(23) - x3t (1+|x| 3- t)&(1+#)4 t&(1+#)3 &E/u0&1, 1), (1.5)
where /=- xt.
Remark 1.3. Our method can also be applied to the equation
ut+( f(u))x+
1
3
uxxx =0, t, x # R,
u(0, x)=u0 (x), x # R,
where f (u)=O( |u|\&1 u) for small u, where \>3.
We organize our paper as follows. In Section 2 we give some preliminary
estimates. The Sobolev inequality is stated in Lemma 2.1. Lemma 2.2 says
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that the time decay of the function u(t, x) can be represented by the free
Airy evolution group U(t) and is estimated by the value &u(t)&1, 0+
&Ju(t)&+&D:Ju(t)&, where :=12&#, # # (0, min( 12 ,
\&3
3 )). Lemma 2.3 is
necessary for estimates of the nonlinearity in the fractional order Sobolev
space H4 :, 1. Lemma 2.4 gives us the asymptotics in the domain
’=x 3- t  +. In Section 3 we prove Theorems 1.11.3. We prove in
Lemma 3.1 a priori estimates of local solutions to (1.1) in a functional space
XT , which yields Theorem 1.1. Theorem 1.2 comes from Theorem 1.1,
Lemma 2.1 and the integral equation associated with (1.1). The function
space XT is the following
XT=[, # C([0, T]; S$); | | |,| | |XT= sup
t # [0, T]
M0,(t)<],
where M0,(t)=&,(t)&1, 0+&D:J,(t)&+&J,(t)&+|, (t, 0)|. And to prove
Theorem 1.3 we apply a priori estimates of Lemma 3.2 in the function space
YT, _ :
YT, _=[, # C([0, T]; S$); | | |,| | |YT, _= sup
t # [0, T]
M_ ,(t)<],
where
M_,(t)=e&_
3t3 (&E_,(t, x)&1, 0+&E _D:J,(t, x)&
+&E _J,(t, x)&+|, (t, i_)| ),
E _ (x)=e_x and _0.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we prepare several useful lemmas which are needed to
obtain our results.
Lemma 2.1. Let q, r be any numbers satisfying 1q, r, and let j, m
be any real numbers satisfying 0 j<m. If u # H m, 0r & L
q, then the following
inequality is valid
&(&2x) j2 u&pC&(&2x)m2 u&ar &u&1&aq ,
where C is a constant depending only on m, j, q, r, a, here 1p= j+a((1r)
&m)+(1&a) 1q and a is any real number from the intervaljma1, with
the following exception: if m& j&(1r) is nonnegative and integer, then the
value a must be from the interval jma<1.
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For Lemma 2.1 see, e.g., [10, 27].
Lemma 2.2. Let u(t, x) be a smooth real valued function such that the value
M0u(t)=&u(t)&1, 0+&Ju(t)&+&D:Ju(t)&+|u^(t, 0)| is bounded for all t>0,
where :=12&#, # # (0, 12). Then we have the following estimates for all
t>0,
&u(t)&;C(1+t)&13+1(3;) M0 u(t) (2.1)
and
&uux&Ct&23 (1+t)&13 (M0 u(t))2, (2.2)
where ; # (4, ]. Moreover we have the following asymptotics for large time
t1 uniformly with respect to x # R,
u(t, x)=
1
3- t
Re Ai \ x3- t+ v^(t, /)+O(t&(1+#)3 (1+|x| 3- t)&14 &D:Ju(t)&),
(2.3)
where /=- &xt for x0 and /=0 for x0; the function v=U(&t) u(t),
and U(t) is the free Airy evolution group.
Remark 2.1. In order to prove Lemma 2.2 we do not need the condition
that |u^(t, 0)| is bounded. However if u is a solution of (1.1) we have
u^(t, 0)=u^0 (0) by the conservation law. Namely, we see that |u^(t, 0)| is
bounded from the assumption u0 # H1, 1 in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.
Proof. Note that by Lemma 2.1 we have the estimate &u&;C &u&1, 0
therefore inequality (2.1) is valid for 0t1. Now let us prove the estimate
(2.1) and asymptotics (2.3) for t1. We have the identity with
v(t)=U(&t) u(t)
u(t, x)=U(t) v(t)=
1
?
Re |

0
e ipx+ip3t3v^(t, p) dp
=
1
? 3- t
Re |

0
eiq’+iq33 \ v^(t, /)+\v^ \t, q3- t+&v^(t, /)++ dq
=
1
3- t
Re Ai \ x3- t+ v^(t, /)+R(t, x), (2.4)
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where R(t, x)=(1? 3- t) Re 0 eiq’+iq
33 (v^(t, q 3- t))&v^(t, /)) dq, and we
made a change of variables q= p 3- t, ’=x 3- t. Consider the case x0, i.e.,
’0 and /=0. Using the identity with +=- |’|
eiq’+iq33=
1
1+iq(q2++2)

q
(qeiq’+iq32) (2.5)
we integrate by parts with respect to q in the remainder term R(t, x)
R(t, x)=
1
? 3- t
Re |

0 \
iq(3q2++2)(v^(t, q 3- t)&v^(t, 0))
1+iq(q2++2)
&
q
3- t
v^p \t, q3- t++
eiq’+iq33 dq
1+iq(q2++2)
. (2.6)
By the Cauchy inequality we have
|v^(t, p)&v^(t, 0)||
p
0
|v^p (t, p)| dp
\|
p
0
| p| &2: dp |
p
0
|v^p (t, p)|2 | p|2: dp+
12
C | p| # & | p|: v^p (t, p)&C | p| # &D:Ju(t)&. (2.7)
Making a change of variable z=q(1++2) we obtain
|

0
(1+q)1+3# dq
(1+q(q2++2))2
C |

0
(1+q)1+3# dq
(1+q(1++2))53&# (1+q3)13+#
C(1++2)&1 |

0
dz
(1+z)53&#
C(1++)&2, (2.8)
where we have used the inequality 1+q(q2++2)> 12(1+q(1++
2)). By the
Cauchy inequality we get from (2.8)
|

0
q# dq
1+q(q2++2)
\|

0
(1+q)1+3# dq
(1+q(q2++2))2 |

0
dq
(1+q)1+#+
12

C
1++
. (2.9)
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Via (2.7), (2.8), and (2.9) we get from (2.6)
|R(t, x)|
C
3- t |

0
( |v^(t, q 3- t)&v^(t, 0)|+(q 3- t) |v^p (t, q 3- t)| ) dq
|1+iq(q2++2)|

C
t(#+1)3
&D:Ju(t)& |

0
q# dq
1+q(q2++2)
+
C
3- t2 \|

0
q2: } v^p \t, q3- t+}
2
dq |

0
q1+2# dq
(1+q(q2++2))2+
12

C &D:Ju(t)&
(1++) t(#+1)3
. (2.10)
Now let us consider the second case x0, that is ’=&+20 (we remained
that +=- |x| 6- t, /=+ 3- t). Using the identity
eiq’+iq33=
1
1+i(q&+)2 (q++)

q
((q&+) eiq’+iq33) (2.11)
we integrate by parts with respect to q in the remainder term R(t, x)
R(t, x)=
1
? 3- t
Re |

0 \
i(q&+)2 (3q++)
1+i(q&+)2 (q++) \v^ \t,
q
3- t+&v^(t, /)+
&
q&+
3- t
v^p \t, q3- t++
eiq’+iq33
1+i(q&+)2 (q++)
dq. (2.12)
Making change of the variable of integration z=(q&+) - +, y=q&+ we get
|

0
|q&+| # dq
1+(q&+)2 (q++)
C |
2+
0
|q&+| # dq
1+(q&+)2 +
+C |

2+
(q&+)# dq
1+(q&+)3

C
+(1+#)2 |
+ - +
&+ - +
|z| # dz
1+z2
+C |

+
y# dy
1+ y3

C
- 1++
(2.13)
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and
|

0
(q&+)2 dq
(1+(q&+)2 (q++))2 q2:

C+2
(1++3)2 |
+2
0
dq
q2:
+C |
2+
+2
|q&+|2&2: dq
(1+(q&+)2 +)2
+C |

2+
(q&+)2&2: dq
(1+(q&+)3)2
C(1++)&4+
C
+ (3&2:)2 |
+ - +
&+ - +
|z|2&2: dz
(1+z2)2
+C |

+
y2&2: dy
1+ y6

C
1++
. (2.14)
In view of (2.13) and (2.14) and by the Cauchy inequality we obtain from
(2.12)
|R(t, x)|
C
3- t |

0 \} v^ \t,
q
3- t+&v^(t, /)}+
|q&+|
3- t } v^p \t,
q
3- t+}+
_
dq
|1+i(q&+)2 (q++)|

C
t(#+1)3
&D:Ju(t)& \|

0
|q&+| # dq
1+(q&+)2 (q++)
+\|

0
(q&+)2 dq
(1+(q&+)2 (q++))2 q2:+
12
+

C &D:Ju(t)&
t(#+1)3 - 1++
(2.15)
Thus via estimates (2.10) and (2.15) we obtain the asymptotic formula (2.3).
Using the well-known (see [9]) estimate |Ai(’)|C(1+|’| )&14 for the Airy
type function we get from (2.4), (2.7), (2.10), and (2.15)
|u(t, x)|C(1+t)&13 (1+|’| )&14 M0u(t). (2.16)
The first estimate (2.1) with ;= follows from (2.16) immediately. Making
a change of variable ’=x 3- t and using inequality (2.16) we get estimate
(2.1) for all ; # (4, ) in the following manner,
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&u(t, x)&L;x C(1+t)
&13 M0 u(t) "\1+ |x|3- t+
&;4
"
1;
L1x
C(1+t)&13+1(3;) M0u(t) &(1+|’| )&;4&1;L1’
C(1+t)&13+1(3;) M0u(t).
As in (2.4) we have for the derivative ux
ux(t, x)=
1
? 3- t2
Re |

0
eiq’+iq33v^ \t, q3- t+ iq dq.
In the domain x0 using the identity (2.5) we obtain analogously to (2.10)
|ux(t, x)|Ct&23 &v^& |

0
q dq
|1+iq(q2++2)|
+Ct&1 |

0
q2 |v^p (t, q 3- t)| dq
|1+iq(q2++2)|

C
3- t2
(&v^&+& | p|: v^p (t, p)&)

C
3- t2
(&Ju(t)&+&D:Ju(t)&) (2.17)
for all t>0. And in the domain x0 using the identity (2.11) we get in anal-
ogy to inequality (2.15), for t1
|ux(t, x)|
C
3- t2 |

0 \&v^&+
|q&+|
3- t } v^p \t,
q
3- t+}+
q dq
|1+i(q&+)2 (q++)|

C &v^&
3- t2 |

0
q dq
1+(q&+)2 (q++)
+
C
3- t2
& | p|: v^p (t, p)& \|

0
q2&2: (q&+)2 dq
(1+(q&+)2 (q++))2+
12

C
3- t2
(&Ju(t)&+&D:Ju(t)&) 4- 1+|’|, (2.18)
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since making a change of variables z=(q&+) - u, y=q&+ we have
|

0
q dq
1+(q&+)2 (q++)
C+ |
2+
0
dq
1+(q&+2) +
+C |

2+
(q&+) dq
1+(q&+)3
C - + |
dz
1+z2
+C |
y dy
1+ y3
C - 1++,
and
|

0
q2&2: (q&+)2 dq
(1+(q&+)2 (q++))2
C |

0
q1&2: (q++)(q&+)2 dq
(1+(q&+)2 (q++))2
C |

0
q2# dq
1+(q&+)2 (q++)
|
2+
0
C+2# dq
1+(q&+)2 +
+C |

2+
(q&+)2# dq
1+(q&+)3

C
+12&2# |
+ - +
&+ - +
dz
1+z2
+C |
y dy
1+ y3
C.
Now the third estimate (2.2) with t1 follows from (2.16), (2.17) and (2.18).
And for the case 0<t<1, x0 we get
|ux(t, x)|
C
3- t |

0 \v^ \t,
q
3- t++
|q&+|
3- t } v^p \t,
q
3- t+}+
q 3- t dq
|1+i(q&+)2 (q++)|

C
6- t \|

0
|v^(t, p)|2 p2 dp+
12
\|

0
dq
(1+(q&+)2 (q++))2+
12
+
C
3- t2
& | p|: v^p (t, p)& \|

0
q2&2: (q&+)2 dq
(1+(q&+)2 (q++))2+
12

C
3- t2
(&u(t)&+&D:Ju(t)&),
whence we obtain (2.2) for t1 from (2.17). Lemma 2.2. is proved. K
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Lemma 2.3. The estimates
&E_D: |u|\&1 u&2
C &E_ |u|\&1 &2 (&uux&+&u&6# &uux&
1&3#
 ), (2.19)
|(E_D:h, E_D: |u|\&1 hx)|
C &E_D:h& (&D:h&+&h&)(&u&\&3 &E_uux&
+&u&\&3&2# &u&
2# &E _uux&+&u&\&3 &E
_2u&2# &E
_uux&1&#
+_ &E_2u&2 &u&
\&3
 ) (2.20)
are valid if the right-hand sides of the inequalities (2.19) and (2.20) are
bounded. Here E_ (x)=e_x, _0, :=12&#, # # (0, min( 12 , (\&3)3)).
Remark 2.2. Lemma 2.3 implies that we need higher order : of the
derivative (more close to 12) if the power \ of the nonlinearity is near
the critical value 3. We use this lemma with _=0 only when proving
Theorems 1.11.2.
Proof. It is easy to get the following estimates | f &f(z) |
\|z| &uux& ( |u|\&2+|u(z) |\&2 and | f &f (z) |(|u|\+|u (z) |\) with f (u)=
|u|\&1u, whence we get for any $ # [0, 2]
|( f (u)& f (u(z)))|2C |z| $ &uux&$ ( |u|
2(\&$)+|u(z) | 2(\&$)), (2.21)
where u(z)(x)=u(x+z), z0. Multiplying (2.21) by E 2_=e2_x, using the
inequality E2_=e2_x(E 2_)(z)=e2_(x+z) for all z0, _0, and integrating
with respect to x we get
&E_ ( f (u)& f (u(z)))&2Cz$ &E_ |u|\&$&2 &uux&$ (2.22)
for all z0, _0. Applying (2.22) with $=1 and $=1&3# we obtain
&E _D:f (u)&2=C "E _ |

0
( f (x+z)& f (x))
dz
z:+1"
2
L2x
C \|

0
&E _ ( f(z)& f )&
dz
z:+1+
C &E_ |u|\&1&2 &uux& \|
1
0
dz
z1&#+
2
+C &E_ |u|\&1+3#& &uux&1&3# \|

1
dz
z1+#2+
2
C &E_ |u|\&1&2 (&uux&+&u&6# &uux&1&3# ).
Thus the first estimate (2.19) is proved.
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We have the identity
(E_D:h, E_D: |u|\&1 hx)=(E_D:h, E_ |u| \&1:hx)
+(E_D:h, E_ (D: |u|\&1 hx&|u|\&1 D:hx))
=Q1+Q2 . (2.23)
Integration by parts yields
|Q1 |=|& 12(E
_D:h, E _ ( |u| \&1)x D:h)&_(E _D:h, E _ |u| \&1 D:h)|
&E_D:h& &D:h& &u&\&3 (C &E
_uux&+_ &E _2u&2). (2.24)
Again integrating by parts we obtain the identity
D: |u|\&1 hx&|u|\&1 D:hx
=C |

0
( |u(x+z)|\&1&|u(x)| \&1) hz(x+z)
dz
z1+:
=C |

0
( |u(x+z)|\&1&|u(x)| \&1)(h(x+z)&h(x))z
dz
z1+:
=C |

0
( |u(x+z)|\&1&|u(x)| \&1)(h(x+z)&h(x))
dz
z2+:
+C |

0
( |u| \&3 uux)(x+z)(h(x+z)&h(x))
dz
z1+:
,
whence using the Cauchy inequality we get
|Q2 |C &E_D:h& \"E_ |

0
( |u|\&3 uux) (z) (h(z)&h)
dz
z1+:"
+"E _ |

0
( |u| \&1(z) &|u|
\&1)(h(z)&h)
dz
z2+:"+
C &E_D:h& "|

0
(h (z)&h)2 dz
z1+#+2: "
12
L1
_\"E 2_ |

0
( |u| 2\&6 (uux)2) (z)
dz
z1&#"
12

+"E 2_ |

0
(( |u|\&1) (z)&|u| \&1)2
dz
z3&#"
12
 + . (2.25)
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By the Ho lder inequality we obtain
"E 2_ |

0
( |u| 2\&6 (uux)2) (z)
dz
z1&#"
="|
1
0
+|

1 "
2 &u&2\&6 &E _uux&2 |
1
0
dz
z1&#
+2 & |u| (2\&6)4#&4# &E_uux&2 \|

1
dz
z(1&#)(1&2#)+
1&2#
C &u&2\&6&4# &E
_uux&2 (&u&
4#
+&u&
4#). (2.26)
Analogously to (2.21) and (2.22) we get the following inequalities:
&E_ (( |u|\&1) (z) & |u| \&1)&  C |z| &u&\&3 &E
_uux& if |z|  1 and
&E_ (( |u|\&1) (z) & |u| \&1)&  C |z| 1&# &u&\&3 &E
_2u&2# &E
_uux&1&# if
|z|>1. Then we obtain
"E2_ |

0
(( |u| \&1) (z)&|u|\&1)2
dz
z3&#"
="|
1
0
+|

1 "
C &u&2\&6 &E
_uux&2&2# (&E
_uux &2#+&E
_2u&4#). (2.27)
Substitution of (2.26) and (2.27) to (2.25) yields
|Q2 |C &E_D:h& (&D:h&+&h&)(&u&\&3 &E_uux&
+&u&\&3&2# &u&
2# &E_uux&+&u&\&3 &E
_2u&2# &E
_uux&1&# )
(2.28)
since by interpolation we have
"|

0
(h(z)&h)2 dz
z1+#+2: "
12
L1
\|

0
&h(z)&h&2 dz
z1+#+2: +
12
&h&B4
2, 2
:+#2
C &h&H4 :+#2=C &D:+#2h&
C(&D:h&+&h&).
Estimates (2.24) and (2.28) with the identity (2.23) gives us the second
estimate (2.20) of the lemma. Lemma 2.3 is proved. K
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Lemma 2.4. Let u(t, x) be a smooth real valued function such that the
value M_u(t)=e&_
3t3 (&E_u(t)&1, 0+&E_Ju(t)&+&E_D:Ju(t)&+|u^(t, i_)| ) is
bounded for all t0, and for every _0, where E_ (x)=e_x, :=12&#,
# # (0, 12). Then we have the following estimates for all t>0,
&E_u&;C(1+t)&13+1(3;) e_
3t3M_u(t) (2.29)
and
&E_uux&Ct&23 (1+t)&13 e_
2t3M_u(t) M0u(t), (2.30)
where ; # (4, ], _0.
Moreover we have the asymptotics for large time t1 uniformly with
respect to x0
u(t, x)=
1
3- t
Re Ai \ x3- t+ v^(t, i/)+O \
exp(&(23) - x3t) M/u(t)
t(1+#)3 (1+x 3- t) (1+#)4 + , (2.31)
where v(t)=U(&t) u(t), U(t) is the free Airy evolution group, and /=- xt.
Remark 2.3 The Airy function Ai(’) has the decay (see [9])
Ai(’)=
C
4- ’
e&(23) - ’3+O(’&74e&(23) - ’3) (2.32)
as ’=x 3- t  +. Thus the second summand in formula (2.31) decays
faster than the first one and really forms the remainder term.
Proof. Note that by Lemma 2.1 we have the estimate &E_u&
C &E_u&1, 0 therefore inequality (2.29) with ;= is valid for 0t1.
Now let us prove the estimate (2.29) with ;= and the asymptotics (2.31)
for t1. By analogy to the proof of Lemma 2.2 (see (2.4)) we write the
following representation with v(t, x)=U(&t) u(t),
u(t, x)=
1
2?
Re |

&
eipx+ip3t3v^(t, p) dp
=
1
2? 3- t
Re |

&
eiq’+iq33 \v^(t, i_)+\v^ \t, q3- t+&v^(t, i_)++ dq
=
1
3- t
Re Ai(’) v^(t, i_)+R(t, x), (2.33)
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where R(t, x)=(1(2? 3- t)) Re & eiq’+iq
3
(v^(t, q 3- t)&v^(t, i_)) dq, and
q= p 3- t, ’=+2=x 3- t. We shift the integration contour by the value
i&=i_ 3- t and introduce a new variable of integration r=q&i&, then we get
R(t, x)=
e&_x+_3t3
2? 3- t
Re |

&
e&&r2+ir33+ir(+2&&2)
_\v^ \t, r+i&3- t +&v^(t, i_)+ dr,
whence using the identity
e&&r2+ir33+ir(+2&&2)
=
r2
&1&2&r2+ir3+ir(+2&&2)

r \
1
r
e&+r2+ir33+ir(+2&&2)+
as in Lemma 2.2 we get
R(t, x)=
e&_x+_33
2? 3- t
Re |

&
_\(ir
3&ir(+2&&2)+2)(v^(t, (r+i&) 3- t)&v^(t, i_))
&1&2&r2+ir3+ir(+2&&2)
&
r
3- t
v^$p \t, r+i&3- t ++
e&&r2+ir33+ir(+2&&2) dr
&1&2&r2+ir3+ir(+2&&2)
. (2.34)
By the Cauchy inequality we obtain the estimate as in (2.7)
e&&r2 } v^ \r+i&3- t +&v^ \i
&
3- t+}

1
3- t |
r
0
e&&y2 } v^p \t, y+i&3- t +} dy
C \ r3- t+
#
\| e&2_3t3 |( p+i_): ei( p+i_)3 t3v^p (t, p+i_)|2 dp+
12
C \ r3- t+
#
e&_3t3 &E_D:Ju(t)&.
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Therefore we obtain from (2.34)
|R(t, x)|C
e&_x+_3t3
t (1+#)3 \e&_3t3 &E_D:Ju(t)&
_|

&
|r| # dr
|1+2&r2+ir3+ir(+2&&2)|
+|

0
e&&r2 |v^$p (t, (r+i&) 3- t)| r dr
|1+2&r2+ir3+ir(+2&&2)| 3- t+
C
e&_x
t(1+#)3\
&E_D:Ju(t)&
(1++) (1+#)2
+\|

&
r2 dr
|1+2&r2+ir3+ir(+2&&2)|2 |r+i&|2:+
12
_\|

&
|( p+i_): ei( p+i_)3 t3v^$p (t, p+i_)| 2 dp+
12
+
C
e&_x
t(1+#)3 (1++) (1+#)2
&E _D:Ju(t)&
C
e&_x+_3t3
t(1+#)3 (1++) (1+#)2
M_u(t) (2.35)
since we can use the estimates
|

&
|r| # dr
|1+2&r2+ir3+ir(+2&&2)|
C |

0
r# dr
- r(+2&&2) - 1+r3

C
1++
and
|

&
r2 dr
|1+2&r2+ir3+ir(+2&&2)|2 |r+i&| 2:
|

&
|r| 1+2# dr
|1+2&r2+ir3+ir(+2&&2)|2
C |

0
r1+2# dr
r(+2&&2)(1+r3)

C
(1++)2
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if +2& and for the case +2& we can write the following estimates
|

&
|r| # dr
|1+2&r2+ir3+ir(+2&&2)|
C |

0
r# dr
1+2&r2+r |r2++2&&2|

C
(1+&) (1+#)2

C
(1++) (1+#)2
and
|

&
r2 dr
|1+2&r2+ir3+ir(+2&&2)|2 |r+i&| 2:
C |

0
r1+2# dr
(1+2&r2+r |r2++2&&2| )2

C
(1+&)1+#

C
(1++)1+#
.
Thus we have the asymptotics (2.31) if we choose _=/=- xt, that is,
&=+=- x 6- t.
As in Lemma 2.2 using the asymptotics (2.32) for the Airy type function
from (2.33) and (2.35) we get for all x0
|u(t, x)|Ct&13 (1+|+| )&12 e&_x+_3t3M_u(t),
since the inequality e&(23) - x3te&_x+_3t3 is valid for all x0, _0 and
t>0. Then using the estimates of Lemma 2.2 in the domain x0 we get
finally for all x # R
e_x |u(t, x)|C(1+t)&13 (1+|+| )&12 e_3t3M_u(t). (2.36)
The first estimate (2.29) with ;=_ follows from (2.36) immediately.
Again making a change of variable ’=x 3- t and using inequality (2.36)
wet get the estimate (2.29) with ; # (4, ) in the following manner
&e_xu(t, x)&L;x C(1+t)
&13 e_3t3M_u(t) "\1+ |x|3- t+
&;4
"
1;
L1x
C(1+t)&13+1(3;)e_3t3M_u(t) &(1+|’| )&;4&
1;
L1’
C(1+t)&13+1(2;)e_3t3M_u(t).
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For the derivative ux we use the estimate of Lemma 2.2
|ux(t, x)|
C
3- t2
M0u(t)
for all t>0, x # R, whence we obtain (2.30) for all t>0. Lemma 2.4 is
proved. K
3. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1.11.3
To clarify the idea of the proof of the Theorems we only show a priori
estimates of local solutions to gKdV equation. For that purpose we assume
that the following local existence theorem holds.
Theorem 3.1. We assume that &u0 &1, 1===$ and =$ is sufficiently small.
Then there exists a finite time interval [0, T] with T>1 and a unique solution
u of (1.1) with \>3 such that
_u_xTC=$
For the proof of Theorem 3.1, see, e.g., [6, 11, 1416, 18, 30 ].
Lemma 3.1. Let u be the local solutions of the Cauchy problem (1.1) with
\>3 stated in Theorem 3 1. Then we have for any t # [0, T]
M0u(t)C=,
where M0u(t)=&u(t)&1, 0+&D:Ju(t)&+&Ju(t)&+|u^(t, 0)| and the constant
C does not depend on the time T of existence of solutions.
Proof. Denote Lu=(t+(13) 3x) u, then we can write down the gKdV
equation (1.1) as Lu=&(|u|\&1 u)x . First of all we note that the two conser-
vation laws &u&=&u0& and |u^(t, 0)|=|u^0 (0)| take place. Then we differen-
tiate the equation (1.1) with respect to x to get Lux=&(|u| \&1 u)xx . Multi-
plying both sides of this equation by ux and integrating by parts we obtain
d
dt
&ux &2C &u&\&3 &uux& &ux&
2. (3.1)
Using estimates (2.1)(2.3) of Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 3.1 we get
&u(t)&;
C=$
(1+t)(13)&(13;)
, &uux(t)&
C=$
t23 (1+t)13
, (3.2)
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where ; # (4, ]. Therefore from (3.1), (3.2) and the Gronwall inequality we
obtain &ux&2C &u0x&2C=2. Thus we get
&u&1, 0C=. (3.3)
Let us denote the dilation operator I,=x,+3t x& t , dx$ and the
operator J,=x,&t x& 
3
x, dx$=x,&t
2
x,. Their difference is equal to
I,&J,=3t |
x
&
L, dx$. (3.4)
Also we note that the commutator representations
[L, J] ,=0, [L, I] ,=3 |
x
&
L, dx$, [J, x] ,=[I, x] ,=&,
(3.5)
are valid. Using (3.5) we get
I( |u|\&1 u)x =x x( |u|\&1 u)+3t t ( |u| \&1 u)
=\ |u|\&1 (x xu+3t t u)=\ |u| \&1 Iux . (3.6)
Therefore applying the operator I to Eq. (1.1) we find
LIu=ILu+3 |
x
&
Lu dx$=&I( |u|\&1 u)x&3 |u|\&1 u
=&\ |u|\&1 Iux&3 |u|\&1 u
=&\ |u|\&1 (Iu)x&(3&\) |u|\&1 u. (3.7)
Applying the operator D: to (3.7), multiplying the result by D:Iu, and using
Lemma 2.3 with h=Iu and _=0, we get
d
dt
&D:Iu&2=&2(D:Iu, \D: |u|\&1 (Iu)x+(3&\) D: ( |u|\&1 u))
C &D:Iu& [(&D:Iu&+&Iu&)(&u&\&3 &uux&
+&u&\&3&2# &u&
2# &uux&+&u&\&3+2# &uux&
1&#
 )
+& |u|\&1& (&uux&12 +&u&
3#
 &uux&
(1&3#)2
 )]. (3.8)
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Analogously to (3.7) using (3.5) and (3.6), we have
LIux =ILux+3Lu=&I( |u|\&1 u)xx&3(|x|\&1 u)x
=&(I( |u|\&1 u)x)x&2(|u|\&1 u)x
=&\( |u|\&1 (Iux)x+(\&1) |u|\&3 uuxIux+2 |u| \&1 ux). (3.9
Multiplying (3.9) by Iux and integrating by parts, we obtain
d
dt
&Iux &2C &u&\&3 &uux& ((&Iux&+&u&) &Iux&). (3.10)
Applying (3.2), (3.3), and the Gronwall inequality to (3.8) and (3.10) we
obtain the estimate &D:Iu&+&Iux&C &u0 &1, 1C=, whence by (3.2), (3.3),
the identity (3.4), and Lemma 2.3 we get
&D:Ju&+&Jux&&D:Iu&+&Iux&+&u&
+3t(&D: |u|\&1 u&+\ & |u|\&1 ux&)C=. (3.11)
The lemma follows from (3.3) and (3.11). K
We are now in a position to prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We have by Lemma 3.1
_u_xTC= for t # [0, T].
We take = satisfying C==$. Then a standard continuation argument yields
the result because our constant C does not depend on the time T. K
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We have by (1.1) (U(&t) u)t=&U(&t)
x( |u|\&1 u, whence via (3.2), (3.3) we get
&U(t&) u(t)&U(&s) u(s)&C |
t
s
&u({)&\&3 &uux({)& &u({)& d{
C= |
t
s
{&\3 d{C=s&(\&3)3 (3.12)
for 1<s<t And by virtue of Lemma 2.1 with p=, j=0, m=1, r=1+#,
q=2, a=(1+#)(1+3#) we get
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&FU(&t) u(t)&FU(&s) u(s)&
C(&FU(&t) u(t)&ar +&FU(&s) u(s)&ar )
_&FU(&t) u(t)&FU(&s) u(s)&1&a
C(&FU(&t) Ju(t)&ar +&FU(&s) Ju(s)&
a
r ) s
&2#(\&3)(3+9#)=1&a
Cs&2#(\&3)(3+9#) ((M0u(t))a+(M0u(s))a)
_\|

0
( p:+ p)&(2+2#)(1&#) dp+
(1&#)(2+6#)
=1&a
C=s&2#(\&3)(3+9#). (3.13)
By (3.12), (3.13) we find that there exists a unique function V # L & L2 such
that limt   (&FU(&t) u(t)&V&+&FU(&t) u(t)&V&)=0. And (3.12),
(3.13) imply (1.2). The asymptotic formula (1.3) follows from the identity
(2.4), (1.2) and the estimate (3.11). Using the conservation law u^(t, 0)=u^0 (0)
we easily get the equality V(0)=u^0 (0). This completes the proof of
Theorem 1.2. K
For the proof of Theorem 1.3 we assume that the following local existence
theorem holds (see, e.g., [14]). We note here that the function E_=e_x, _>0
was used in [14] for studying the smoothing effect of the solutions to the
Cauchy problem (1.1) for positive values of time.
Theorem 3.2. We assume that &u0 &1, 1===$ and =$, is sufficiently small
and &E_u0&1, 1 is bounded for every _0. Then there exists a finite time inter-
val [0, T] with T>1 and a unique solution u of (1.1) with \>3 such that
_u_YT, _C,
for every _0, where C=C(_, T ).
In the following lemma we show that the constant C in the above estimate of
Theorem 3.2 does not depend on the time T of the existence of solutions.
Lemma 3.2. Let u be the local solutions of the Cauchy problem (1.1) with
\>3 stated in Theorem 3.2. Then we have for any t # [0, T]
M_u(t)C,
where M_u(t)=e&_
3t3 (&E _u(t)&1, 0+&E_D:Ju(t)&+&E_Ju(t)&+|u^(t, i_)| ),
E_ (x)=e_x, _0 and the constant C=C(_) does not depend on T.
Proof. Multiplying the gKdV equation (1.1) Lu=&(|u|\&1 u)x by
E2_u, where E_ (x)=e_x, using the commutator relation [L, E_]=
((_33)&_2+_2) E _ and integrating by parts we get the estimate
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d
dt
&E_u&2=&2(E _u, E_ ( |u|\&1 u)x)+
2_3
3
&E_u&2&2_ &(E_u)x&2
2\ &u&\&3 &uux& &E
_u&2+
2_3
3
&E_u&2. (3.14)
Then differentiating the equation (1.1) with respect to x we get
Lux=&(|u|\&1 u)xx . We multiply both sides of this equation by E 2_ux and
integrate by parts to obtain
d
dt
&E_ux&2=&\(\&1)(E_ux , |u|\&3 uuxE_ux)
+2_\(E_ux , |u|\&3 uuxE_u)
+
2_3
3
&E_ux&27&2_ &(E_ux)x &2
C &u&\&3 &E
_ux& (&E_ux&+&E_u&)
+
2_3
3
&E_ux&2. (3.15)
Using the estimates (3.2) in the proof of Lemma 3.1 and applying the
Gronwall inequality to (3.14), (3.15) we obtain
e&_3t3 &E_u&1, 0C &E_u0&1, 0 . (3.16)
As in Lemma 3.1 we introduce the dilation operator I,=x,+3t x& t, dx$
and the operator J,=x,&t x& 
3
x, dx$=x,&t
2
x,. Applying the
operator D: to (3.7), multiplying the result by E2_D:Iu and using Lemma 2.3
with h=Iu we get
d
dt
&E _D:Iu&2
=&2(E_D:Iu, \E_D: |u|\&1 (Iu)x&(3&\) E _D: ( |u|\&1 u))
&2_ &(E _D:Iu)x&2+
2_3
3
&E_D:Iu&2
C &E_D:Iu& (&D:Iu&+&Iu&)(&u&\&3 &E_uux&
+&u&\&3&2# &u&
2# &E _uux&+&u&\&3 &E
_2u&2# &E
_uux&1&#
+_ &E_2u&2 &u&
\&3
 )
+C &E_D:Iu& &E _ |u|\&1& (&uux&12 +&u&
3#
 &uux&
(1&3#)2
 )
+
2_3
3
&E_D:Iu&2. (3.17)
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And multiplying (3.9) by E 2_Iux and integrating by parts we obtain
d
dt
&E_Iux&2C &u&\&3 &E
_uux& (&Iux&+&u&) &E _Iux&
+2_\ &E _2u&2 &u&\&3 &E_Iux& &Iux&+
2_3
3
&E_Iux&2.
(3.18)
Via the estimates (2.29)(2.30) of Lemma 2.4 and Theorem 3.2 we get
&E_u&;
Ce_3t3
(1+t) (13)&(13;)
, &E _uux&
Ce_3t3
t23 (1+t)13
, (3.19)
where ; # (4, ]. Applying (3.16), (3.19) and the Gronwall inequality to
(3.17) and (3.18) we obtain the estimate e&_3t3 (&E_D:Iu&+
&E_Iux &)C &E_u0&1, 1 , whence by (3.16), (3.19), the identity (3.4) and
Lemma 2.3 we get
&E_D:Ju&+&E _Jux&&E _D:I&+&E _Iux &+&E _u&
+3t(&E_D: |u|\&1 u&+\ &E_ |u| \&1 ux&)
Ce_3t3. (3.20)
By a simple calculation we have v^(t, i_)=e&_3t3  e_yu(t, y) dy. Multiplying
equation (1.1) by e_x and integrating by parts we get
v^t (t, i_)=e&_
3t3 | e_y ( |u|\&1 u)y dy=&_e&_3t3 | e_y |u|\&1 u dy,
whence via (3.19) we obtain
|v^t (t, i_)|Ce&_
3t3 &u&\&3 (&u&3+&E _2u&3)C(1+t)&\3 (3.21)
for all t0. Integration of (3.21) with respect to t yields
|v^(t, i_)||v^(0, i_)|+C |
t
0
(1+{)&\3 d{C. (3.22).
The lemma follows from (3.16), (3.20) and (3.22). K
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 1.3.
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Proof of Theorem 1.3. It is sufficient to consider the case +=- x 6- t1
only since in the case 0+1 the asymptotic formulas (1.3) and (1.5) coin-
cide. By a standard continuation argument we easily obtain that the estimate
of Lemma 3.2:
M_u(t)C (3.23)
is valid for all t>0, where C=C(_) do not depend on t. Taking _=/ in
(3.21) and integrating with respect tot t we get
|v^(t, i/)&v^(s, i/)|C |
t
s
{&\3 d{Cs&(\&3)3 (3.24)
for all 1<s<t. By (3.24) we find that there exists a unique real value V(/)
such that limt   (v^(t, i/)&V(/))=0. And (3.24) imply inequality (1.4). The
asymptotic formula (1.5) follows from asymptotics (2.31) and the estimates
(1.4) and (3.23). This completes the proof of Theorem 1.3. K
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